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Crack open Ruby Redfortâ€™s second adventure â€” and you will literally be on the edge of your

wits.Everyoneâ€™s favorite girl detective is back for a second mind-blowing installment, packed with

all the off-the-wall humor, action, and friendship of the first book. This time, though, itâ€™s an

adventure on the wide-open ocean, and Ruby is all at sea. . . . Can she crack the case of the

Twinford pirates while evading the clutches of a vile sea monster as well as the evil Count von

Viscount? Well, you wouldnâ€™t want to bet against her.
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My ten-year-old grandson, William, was reading it and he encouraged me to read it. So I read a few

pages of his hard copy and then downloaded it on my Kindle. I really enjoyed it, partly because it

was just plain good and suspenseful and also because it was fun to share with Will. After reading

the first two, I am looking forward to a third Ruby Redfort book by this author.

This book is worth a read, but is not as BRILLIANT as the first book. The beginning is quite good but

the book keeps getting better as you read. Some things in this book are a bit unrealistic and strange

but overall it was really good!I felt that the ending was a bit confusing because although ruby got



want she wanted, the case wasn't really tied up. Maybe that means there will be another book? I

hope so because the books are so cleverly written and the codes are fantastic!If you like ruby

redfort then I would read this book, it is worth it!

With abrasive t-shirt slogans, funky new gadgets, and an aquatic mystery that needs puzzling out,

Take Your Last Breath does not disappoint. The Ruby Redfort series will have you checking your

toast for secret messages and itching for a mystery to solve.

Amazing. It's just amazing. Ruby reminds me of my best friend in quite a few ways. I LOVE IT! It

would have taken me over three years to think of something like this. Heck, I can't even come up

with a plot for a fanfic! I don't know how Lauren Child does it, but I'm glad she does it.~Crista

Parrish

This book is your typical yet also completely abnormal sci-fi story, and it could not have been better

written! All of the events are completely unexpected, so I never found myself actually trying to guess

what happens next. The way that Ruby is so usual teenager though also unlike any person you

might encounter makes her sort of a hidden role model :)!

What an awesome and thrilling sequel to the first book. It had me on the tips of my toes to the very

end! Hope there's more to come!

It was a totally awesome book! It kept me on the edge of my seat. The storyline is great, but it was

kind of a repeat from the last book. It had some hilarious lines in it, along with some interesting facts

that I had no idea about. Also, there are some pages in the back explaining some codes used in the

book, which I thought was cool.Student Reviewer: TaurielOfMirkwood

Our eight-year-old loved Charlie & Lola and Clarice Bean, so this was a much-anticipated series.

Not disappointed! She's read both Ruby Redfort books and absolutely loved both. Wishing for more

and more from Lauren Child.
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